Abstract. Let PBm be the category of all principal fibred bundles with m-dimensional bases and their principal bundle homomorphisms covering embeddings. We introduce the concept of the so called (r, m)-systems and describe all gauge bundle functors on PBm of order r by means of the (r, m)-systems. Next we present several interesting examples of fiber product preserving gauge bundle functors on PBm of order r. Finally, we introduce the concept of product preserving (r, m)-systems and describe all fiber product preserving gauge bundle functors on PBm of order r by means of the product preserving (r, m)-systems.
Introduction
Let Mf be the category of all manifolds and maps, Mf m the category of mdimensional manifolds and their embeddings, F M the category of all fibred manifolds and their fibred maps, F M m the category of fibred manifolds with m-dimensional bases and fibred maps with embeddings as base maps, Gr the category of all Lie groups and their homomorphisms, PB m the category of all principal fiber bundles with m-dimensional bases and their principal bundle homomorphisms covering embeddings, VB the category of vector bundles and their vector bundle maps and VB m the category of vector bundles with m-dimensional bases and their vector bundle maps covering embeddings.
By Definition 2.1 in [4], a gauge bundle functor on PB m is a covariant functor E : PB m → F M satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Base preservation. For any PB m -object P = (p : P → M ) with the base M the induced F M-object EP = (π P : EP → M ) is a fibred manifold over the same base M . For any PB m -morphism f : 
By Definition 2.5 in [4], a gauge bundle functor E : PB m → F M is of order r if the following condition is satisfied:
For any PB m -morphisms f 1 , f 2 : P → Q between PB m -objects P → M and Q and any x ∈ M , from j
A gauge bundle functor E : PB m → F M is fiber product preserving if (EP 1 ) × M (EP 2 ) = E(P 1 × M P 2 ) for any PB m -objects with the same base M (the identification is induced by the E-prolongation of the fiber product projections).
Given a PB m -object P → M with the structure Lie group G we have a principal connection bundle QP := J 1 P/G of P (sections of QP are in bijection with principal (right invariant) connections on P ). Given a PB m -map f : P → P 1 covering the embedding f : M → M 1 with the Lie group homomorphism ν f : G → G 1 , the map J 1 f : J 1 P → J 1 P 1 factorizes into the F M-map Qf : QP → QP 1 . In this way we obtain a gauge bundle functor Q : PB m → F M of order 1. It is fiber product preserving. Given a PB m -object P → M we have the r-th order principal prolongation
In this way we obtain a gauge bundle functor W r : PB m → F M of order r. The functor W r is not fiber product preserving.
In the present paper, we describe all gauge bundle functors PB m → F M of order r by means of the so called (r, m)-systems. Next, we describe fiber product preserving gauge bundle functors E : PB m → F M of order r by means of the product preserving (r, m)-systems.
All manifolds considered in the paper are assumed to be Hausdorff, finite dimensional, second countable, without boundary and smooth, i.e., of class C ∞ . Maps between manifolds are assumed to be of class C ∞ .
